
GUNNISLAKE STATION CIRCULAR 

This morning we were due to catch a bus down to Calstock to walk back 

up to Gunnislake station, but with the recent road closures, we found the 

bus was not actually running, so Maggie devised a circular route just for 

today which began and ended here in the car park. However, since the programme was compiled, 

Steve decided to take Maggie away for a short break, so in the absence of a trained walk-leader, I 

stepped in to guide the walk myself with Maggie’s instructions clutched in one hand and my camera 

in the other although as it turned out, I didn’t get many opportunities to use the latter. 

Shortly after setting off we reached the Tamar Valley Centre where everyone headed down the 

narrow lane situated almost opposite and turned right at the junction to walk as far as Sandway’s 

level crossing but I’d forgotten just how long this road is. On and on my 

determined dozen walked in the bright sunlight but in the shadier spots there 

was still evidence of the overnight snow that fell when we were all tucked up 

in our warm beds. These quiet lanes in Cornwall are almost always bordered 

by hedges which at this time of year are predominantly clothed in green. To 

the English a hedge is formed from small trees.  To the Cornish that is a 

hedgerow:  a Cornish hedge consists of two sloping, parallel rows of rocks 

with the inside filled with earth and a few trees planted on the top. This 

serves several different purposes, it clears a field of rocks, it creates a barrier 

and a boundary, and it allows plants to flourish on it whilst creating a habitat 

for small mammals.  There are some superb examples in the Tamar Valley and 

the best time of year to see them in all their glory is of course the month of 

May when the wild flowers burst into colour. 

At Sandways some of us were reminded again of Steve, Maggie’s husband who, whenever he was 

leading a walk would say “Watch out for the live rail everyone!” and there was always someone who 

would tiptoe between the metal rails. Not surprisingly, no-one was electrocuted today so  we all 

turned right into Sand Lane and followed a narrow path until it petered out, there we crossed over 

towards a lane opposite which took us past the depot belonging to Cyril Worth, the  removal firm. 

Further on, a permissive path appeared on our left and we followed this downhill; the first half of 

today’s walk was easy going with initially those quiet lanes, then here along this sheltered footpath 

where hundreds of Daffodils werepushing up through the damp earth on both sides, but were these 

discarded by farmers at the outbreak of war or were their bulbs planted at a 

later date, this was something we debated as we walked. On one side was 

this picturesque wooden bench which has become clothed in moss over the 

years. Further along earth has acumulated down the centre of this path with 

wheel tracks on either side; besides the human footprints in the earth, there 

was evidence that dogs of varying sizes and even those of horses 

had been this way before us.  All this lulled us into a false sense 

of wellbeing as we continued on to walk beneath the first of two  

of the old incline railway bridges, but of course Maggie found us 

some inclines of different kind for the second half of the walk! 



We rarely saw the River Tamar on this walk except 

for here near Robyn’s grave where we paused for a 

‘banana break’ as the Monday walkers like to call it. 

But, about ten  minutes later we were off again under 

the second bridge and following a narrow path 

towards Danescombe, but at the junction I led 

everyone to the right where the track heading up the 

hill was wider. 

Higher and higher my tenacious twelve travelled  in the dappled sunlight but when this track 

narrowed, we again had to walk in single file.  I was flagging a bit as we continued ahead, but I doubt 

I was the only one. Later to take our minds off the climb, there 

were Primroses, Snowdrops and more Daffodils to admire coming 

through amongst the ferns and other green plants but on our left 

was a sheer drop so we had to stay alert. Somewhere near the top 

of this path I noticed where animals 

had dashed down the hillside at 

some point and in the wet earth a 

few deer prints could be made out. 

A bit higher up the footpath 

continued past someone’s 

house and through their garden 

before becoming even steeper and narrower, but eventually a white, 

rusty-looking gate led us out into a tarmacked lane. As well as having 

a bolt on the outside, this old gate had dropped a bit making it difficult to open but finally everyone 

passed through and the gate was re-closed by Ray, my back-marker.  

Beside us as we either stood in the lane or sat on a rock (or in Jeff’s case, the bumper of a car) 

getting our breath back, the footpath sign was pointing directly opposite and up another incline; 

these paths were familiar to most of us, but only ever when walking in the opposite direction so we 

knew that along this one the rain-water funnels down thus eroding the surface and exposing the 

rocks and slate beneath, so we took great care. Finally the track did level out and quite soon after 

this everyone was delighted to emerge into the hamlet of 

Albaston. At the Queen’s Head public house we followed 

Cemetery Road to return to the station and our waiting cars. 

When Liz named the long climb ‘Heartbreak Hill’ I think most 

of us agreed that this was the most strenuous walk we had 

ever done. 



 


